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Open Borders Shrink
U.S. European Population
quaint customs of newcomers!
On March 29, a little publicized
merica
is
slipping federal law will go into effect
through our fingers. The that criminalizes the practice of
America of the '50s, of genital mutilation of women
my boyhood, is no more than a under 18, a practice prevalent in
nostalgic memory. Twenty years 28 African nations. According to
hence, will the America of the die Centers for Disease Control,
1990s seem idyllic compared to diere are 150,000 girls and
the murderous multicultural women of African descent in this
trailer park that then constitutes country who have been or are in
danger of being so maimed.
our disintegrating nation?
It was one of those soft-news
In Lincoln, Nebraska, two
stories that The New York Times Iraqis are under arrest for
assumes will charm its readers marrying sisters, ages 13 and 14.
but to which normal people An account in Newsweek notes
react with less than elation.
such marriages are common in
"Ramadan
Becomes an Moslem countries. Since we are
Extracurricular Subject," read informed diat America must now
the
headline.
"As
new adapt to immigrants (instead of
immigrants swell the numbers of the reverse), perhaps we should
Muslims in New York City, the abolish our culturally insensitive
rites of ... Islam's holiest period laws against statutory rape.
have quietly seeped into the
More than 50,000 members of
culture of the city's schools."
die Caribbean Santeria cult have
At John Jay High School, immigrated to Soudi Florida,
administrators announce the where diey are enhancing the
onset of Ramadan on the public state's diversity by sacrificing
address system. Apparendy it is chickens, goats and odier small
only official recognition of animals to voodoo rituals.
Western religion that threatens
Whenever I write about
church-state separation.
immigration,
indignant
"Islam is said to be the fastest- communications
pour
in
growing faith in America," the accusing me of stigmatizing
Times discloses.
today's immigrants in die same
How we are enriched by die way diat my xenophobic
precursors
degraded
and
dehumanized earlier waves of
Don Feder is a nationally
Irish, Italian and Jewish
syndicated columnist. This item
immigrants.
is © 1997 by Creators Syndicate
Equating immigrants of die
and is reprinted by permission.
1890s and die 1990s is a soodiing
by Don Feder

A

mydi. The old immigrants
actually had diings in common
widi die American majority of
dieir day.
The aforementioned groups
were European. Two were
Christian; die diird practiced die
religion from which Christianity
sprang. All came from societies
diat respected law and had
common concepts of justice,
liberty
and
individual
responsibility.
The Jews gave die world die
Bible. Irish monks preserved
Western civilization during the
Dark Ages. Italy was die
embodiment of die Renaissance.
Over 90 percent of new
immigrants are non-white. Many
come from caudillo cultures
where corruption is pervasive.
Most have a manana work ediic.
Their customs and traditions are
as alien to our own as sushi to
kosher cuisine.
Increasingly,
diey
see
diemselves as a bloc (people of
color — pink doesn't count)
arrayed against white Americans.
In California last year, Asians —
our model minority—voted by a
55 percent margin to maintain
die state's system of anti-white
discrimination.
Due in large part to our openborders style of national suicide,
America's European population
will shrink from 73.6 percent
today to 52.8 percent in 2050.
What kind of America will
your children and grandchildren
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inherit — the multiculturalists'
delusion of Diversity Disney
World where a rainbow of
smiling faces celebrates their
differences, or Rwanda with
high-tech machetes?
I'd rather read about voodoo
rites than have my next-door
neighbors practice them. I'll
willingly forego more ethnic

restaurants
for
telephone
operators who speak my
language. The knowledge that
America's
fastest-growing
religion is one that oppresses all
others wherever it achieves
power does not comfort me.
In 1993, the Sierra Club
published a coffee-table book
called

Endangered

Peoples

covering such exotic topics as
the Tuareg of North Africa and
the Amazon's Yanomami tribe.
Neglected is a group on the
brink of extinction that actually
made
a contribution
to
civilization — the Americans. As
for the Tuareg and the
Yanomami, they'll all be here in
a few years.
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n a special series on America's changing
population — changes due to rapid mass
immigration —Jonathan Tilove of Newhouse
News Service asked if a dominant culture is needed
to bind a country. The question is an important
one since by the year 2050 there will be no majority
ethnic group in the United States. As Tilove writes:
By the middle of the next century, a nation conceived by white people and for white people will be,
according to the best estimates, less than half white.
As white skin or European ancestry dims as a

beacon of American identity, belief in the so-called
American creed is left shining as the single generally
agreed-upon expression of that identity. But will a
shared faith in freedom, justice and opportunity be
enough to bind a nation no longer in the sway of its
historic racial majority ?
These are questions of race and national identity
that will be contested in both the public sphere — in
battles over what holidays to celebrate and how
history should be taught — and in the individual
hearts, minds and psyches of Americans...
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Whose Future?
Projections of a non-white America
changes it will bring. On June 11, 1997, Mr. Clinton
stated in an interview with a group of black
n 1992, the U.S. Census Bureau released a columnists that the change from a white to a nonprojection that by the year 2050, non-Hispanic white majority "will arguably be the third great
whites will be on the eve of becoming a minority revolution in America ... to prove that we literally
in the United States. Although the bureau's exact can live without in effect having a dominant
projections vary according to the assumptions used, European culture. We want to become a multiracial,
its report argues that the transition to a non-white multiethnic society. We're not going to disintegrate
majority country for the first time in American in the face of it."
history will be due to continuing high levels of nonThe "so what" or actually positive response of
white immigration coupled with the persistence of bodi die right and die left to the prospect of a nonlow fertility rates among whites and high rates white majority proceeds from die underlying
among non-whites. The bureau's projections, assumption shared by both shades of die political
reported as front page news in both The Washington spectrum diat race in itself is virtually meaningless,
Post and The New York Times, have excited little a matter of mere gross morphology and
attention in the several years since they first pigmentation, and diat race carries no implications
appeared, and there has been virtually no expressed for personality, character, intelligence, or behavior.
desire on the part of American political leaders to That, after all, has been die established scientific
halt or slow the transition. Indeed, on both the right consensus about race since die early twentiedi
and the left, among both Republicans and century, aldiough an increasing amount of scientific
Democrats, the transition appears to be research publicized by scientists and scholars such as
inconsequential. Thus, on the right wing of the Charles Murray and the late Richard Herrnstein, J.
Republican Party, former Rep. Robert Dornan, who Philippe Rushton, Richard Lynn, Arthur Jensen,
opposed illegal but supported legal immigration, Michael Levin, and odiers is beginning to challenge
commented in 1996 that the prospect of a non-white it. Yet even if dieir conclusions are not firmly
majority in the United States made no difference to established or accepted, race, at least in a subjective
him. "I want to see America stay a nation of sense, does carry implications for culture, if only
immigrants," he remarked, "and if we lose our because most human beings acquire dieir culture
Northern European stock — your coloring and through dieir biological parents, widi whom diey
mine, blue eyes and fair hair — tough!" Soon after also share a genetic inheritance. Culture, dien, even
his statement, Mr. Dornan lost his seat to a if it is not determined or direcdy shaped by race, is
Democratic rival who emphasized her Hispanic at least carried by race or to a large extent runs
identity.
parallel to it, and die possibility cannot be ignored
While Mr. Dornan's views of immigration and that a comparatively rapid and dramatic change in
the projected racial transformation of the country the racial composition of a society will also involve a
reflect the pro-immigration ideology common major cultural change as well.
among libertarians and neo-conservatives, President
In die case of the United States, diere can be
Bill Clinton has actually expressed pleasure at the litde doubt diat die racial transition projected for
prospect of a non-white majority and the cultural the middle of die next century will also be a
significant cultural transition (as indeed, Mr.
Clinton, if not his counterparts on die right, seems
Samuel Francis, Ph.D., is a nationally-syndicated
to appreciate). The history of die United States is
columnist and a frequent contributor to The Social
intimately connected to racial conflict, perhaps more
Contract.
by Samuel Francis
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